Computational simulation of fracture healing: influence of interfragmentary movement on the callus growth.
Bone fractures heal through a complex process involving several cellular events. This healing process can serve to study factors that control tissue growth and differentiation from mesenchymal stem cells. The mechanical environment at the fracture site is one of the factors influencing the healing process and controls size and differentiation patterns in the newly formed tissue. Mathematical models can be useful to unravel the complex relation between mechanical environment and tissue formation. In this study, we present a mathematical model that predicts tissue growth and differentiation patterns from local mechanical signals. Our aim was to investigate whether mechanical stimuli, through their influence on stem cell proliferation and chondrocyte hypertrophy, predict characteristic features of callus size and geometry. We found that the model predicted several geometric features of fracture calluses. For instance, callus size was predicted to increase with increasing movement. Also, increases in size were predicted to occur through increase in callus diameter but not callus length. These features agree with experimental observations. In addition, spatial and temporal tissue differentiation patterns were in qualitative agreement with well-known experimental results. We therefore conclude that local mechanical signals can probably explain the shape and size of fracture calluses.